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Our mission
To save our wildlife for the future.

Our purpose
Our wildlife is disappearing. Almost  
two thirds of species in the UK have 
declined in the past 50 years. There’s 
nothing natural or inevitable about this.  
It can be stopped. And we can all play  
a part in this. That’s why People’s Trust  
for Endangered Species exists.
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Our work 
We live and breathe for British  
wildlife. Our passion drives our work.  
It’s what gives some of the UK’s most 
threatened species a chance of survival.

A voice for wildlife
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So how do we do this? 
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Scientific research
Conserving endangered species and the places where they  
live is a huge task. To have long term impact we must make  
our limited resources work as hard as possible. We use scientific 
evidence to judge where action is most needed and where we'll  
have the greatest impact.

Conservation action
We work with land owners, local communities, scientists  
and the public to take swift, sustainable action before it’s  
too late. From hedgehogs and stag beetles in our gardens,  
to lions and wild dogs on the African plains, we work with  
passion to save them all.

Educating & inspiring 
We can save our wildlife, but we can’t do it alone. We use  
our expertise and experience to inspire thousands of  
volunteers to monitor British wildlife and improve their  
surroundings for nature.



Over the past year, we’ve worked 
tirelessly to save our wildlife for the 
future. It’s a delight to report on all we've 
achieved in the last year. 

The National Dormouse Conference in 
September was a notable milestone in 
our longstanding commitment to 
dormouse conservation. It was a pleasure 
to welcome the many volunteers and 
professionals involved and to mark the 
occasion by publishing the first State of 
Britain’s Dormice compiled from the hard 
work of so many monitoring this iconic 
woodland species.

Through our joint hedgehog campaign 
with our partners at the British 
Hedgehog Preservation Society, we 
made great strides persuading housing 
developers to be hedgehog friendly, and 
our support for orchard owners led 
directly to the restoration of many of 
these important biodiversity hotspots. 

We’re also proud to have had a far-
reaching, worldwide impact. We’re 

helping an array of endangered species 
including many lesser known ones such 
as giant anteaters, sungazers, Western 
hoolock gibbons, Barbary macaques, 
manta and mobula rays, Irrawaddy 
dolphins and Siamese crocodiles.

Our success relies on the help of many 
generous people sharing their time and 
money. Without your involvement and 
support none of these successes would 
be possible. We’re indebted to our 
fantastic team of staff, volunteers and 
supporters. And we’re excited about the 
year ahead when PTES reaches its 40th 
birthday. Thank you for standing up for 
wildlife with People’s Trust for 
Endangered Species. Your support 
makes all the difference. 

Message from the chair

 Without your  
 involvement, none of our 
successes would be possible. 
Thank you for standing up for 
wildlife with us."

Dr Andrew Kitchener 
Chair, People’s Trust for Endangered Species

A voice for wildlife



Highlights in 2016
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Announced
We announced The State of Britain’s Dormice  
based on thousands of records from our  
hundreds of dormouse monitors.

Invested
We invested over £414,000 in 36 conservation 
projects in 10 countries and helped five young 
conservationists get their first foot on the  
career ladder.

Inspired
We inspired over 43,000 Hedgehog Champions 
through Hedgehog St with the British Hedgehog 
Preservation Society.

Restored 
We restored and replanted 141 traditional orchards 
through our simple new small grants for orchards.
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Our year in the UK

Many wild mammals, such as dormice, 
hedgehogs, water voles and red 
squirrels, are disappearing fast.  
Knowing where they are and how  
they are doing is fundamental to 
helping them effectively.

Our volunteers do magnificent work 
recording the foxes, hedgehogs and 

other mammals spotted for our annual 
surveys Living with Mammals and 
Mammals on Roads. All this effort 
enabled us to revise the estimate of 
hedgehogs killed on our roads annually 
from 15,000 to 165,000.

Mammals
We're passionate about British mammals.  
They're a crucial group of species in their own  
right but helping mammals also helps whole  
landscapes to thrive.
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>  The State of Britain’s Dormice 
reported the decline of dormice 
found in our long-running 
dormouse monitoring programme

>  900 volunteers recorded Britain’s 
wild mammals near houses and 
around roads 

> Three internships awarded to   
 young scientists working on   
 hedgehogs, water voles and   
 harvest mice 

> Volunteers surveyed over  
 8,000km of roads using the   
 Mammals on Roads app.

We targeted priority mammals 
through research grants 
awarded to scientists at leading 
universities and conservation 
organisations:
>  £66,925 looking at how hedgehogs 

move between gardens in suburban 
landscapes

>  £14,980 translocating red squirrels to 
Scottish forests

>  £90,000 reintroducing pine martens  
to the Welsh borders

>  £15,234 seeing if rodenticide use is 
impacting on polecats 

>  £13,377 developing a new method to 
count hedgehogs in suburban areas

>  £11,458 finding if fur samples can 
demonstrate red squirrels' health 
before translocations

>  £15,000 understanding how mountain 
hares use the Peak District landscape, 
to inform new releases elsewhere

>  £6,565 seeing how vegetation 
management can be sensitive to  
water voles



Our year in the UK

>  Six housing developers now 
hedgehog-friendly and  
featuring hedgehog  
highway signs

>  Over 43,000 Hedgehog  
Champion volunteers  
inspired by Hedgehog Street

>  Three training courses on 
management and ecology of 
hedgehogs held for managers  
of green public spaces

Hedgehogs 
We’re leading the national conservation effort to save 
hedgehogs alongside our campaign partners the  
British Hedgehog Preservation Society. An extensive 
programme of activity is making great strides for 
hedgehogs.



The causes of the hedgehog  
decline in arable landscapes;  
survey techniques; the relationship  
of hedgehogs and badgers; road 
fragmentation and use of wildlife 
tunnels; the impact of hibernation 
site availability; and how hedgehogs 
use our gardens; are all under 
investigation.

Hedgehogs living in urban and 
suburban areas now have an extra 
significance because they're so  
scarce elsewhere. They need to  
move around freely to forage and  
find mates. We’ve linked over 10,000 
gardens through simple hedgehog 
highway holes in fences. 

New housing developments need to 
be mindful of hedgehogs too. We 

helped the Greater London Authority 
draw up wildlife-friendly guidance 
for new, larger developments. We 
supported the Royal Parks 
Foundation and ZSL battle to offset 
the impact of a temporary HS2 lorry 
park on the last hedgehog 
population in central London in 
Regent’s Park. 

Hedgehog Street inspires Hedgehog 
Champions to make their street 
hedgehog friendly by allowing space 
for them and adding garden features 
that offer accessibility, food and 
shelter. 

Oliver Colvile, MP, our hedgehog 
champion at Westminster, receives 
regular briefings on how he can help 
hedgehogs.
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Dormice 
The well-being of dormice in woodlands and hedgerows  
is a good barometer for the health of these habitats that 
support hundreds of other species too. Our discovery of  
the local extinction of dormice from large parts of the 
countryside over 30 years ago was a big wake up call.

Our year in the UK

>  Dormice we reintroduced to a 
woodland in North Yorkshire  
are already breeding

>  We supplied 3,130 dormouse 
houses to 76 monitoring sites

>  Woodland training courses held  
in Essex, North Yorkshire and  
Kent, as well as at our training 
centre in Briddlesford Woods  
on the Isle of Wight 



In summer we reintroduced dormice 
to Haws Bank woodland in the North 
Yorkshire Moors, close to a previous 
reintroduction site. With Yorkshire 
Dales National Park Authority, we’re 
restoring and creating hedgerow 
corridors between the two areas so 
that the dormice can connect and 
expand. Similar landscape projects 
are planned elsewhere. 

Hundreds of volunteers help us 
monitor dormice across their 
remaining range. We received records 
from 414 dormouse woodlands this 
year. We use the information to 
measure how dormice are faring and 
show where we need to prioritise 
action. New research that we 

commissioned will throw further light 
on how woodland management affects 
dormice, particularly during their 
vulnerable hibernation period. The 
findings will feed into our training 
courses that guide land managers on 
managing their woodlands for dormice.

The National Dormouse Conference, 
held in Reading, brought together 
volunteers, monitors and ecological 
consultants. The latest insights into 
dormouse behaviour and monitoring 
techniques, from work in the UK and 
internationally, generated avid 
discussion. And The State of Britain’s 
Dormouse report, launched to 
coincide with the conference, excited 
considerable public interest too.
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PTES does great work 
and I feel very close  

to that work being part of  
the dormouse monitoring 
programme."
Jess Smith
Dormouse Monitor



Water voles 
By the turn of the century, water voles were decimated by 
accidental and deliberate releases of non-native American 
mink bred for the fur trade, and loss of healthy, protective 
riverbank vegetation. Extinction was a real possibility.

Our year in the UK



We’ve previously supported several 
investigations to help water voles 
including how they can be kept safe 
from mink; what sort of vegetation 
they favour; reintroducing them 
where they’ve disappeared; and 
controlling mink. 

Encouraging news, from work 
measuring success with mink 
management in Aberdeenshire, 
reveals that 90% of sites surveyed 
now have water voles again 
compared with just a third previously. 

And one of our interns showed that  
water voles play an important role in 
their environment by gradually  
fertilising plants from below through 
their burrowing activities.

Volunteers in our National Water Vole 
Monitoring Programme surveyed 
500m stretches of riverbank for water 
voles, looking for tell-tale signs as well 
as the animals themselves. Of 406 sites 
visited, 157 had signs of water voles. 
Monitoring continues and we intend 
to survey 900 sites. This national 
census directs conservation activity 
and measures its impact.
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>  During the first year of monitoring, 
nearly half (46%) of the survey 
sites contained water voles

>  We posted nearly 103,000  
records on the National 
Biodiversity Network from all  
our surveys and they've been 
accessed by ecologists, planners, 
developers and others 770 times 
during the year



Invertebrates
The deadwood found in gardens, 
wood pastures and woodlands is home 
to umpteen types of invertebrates 
including dead-wood-loving (saproxylic) 
beetles, such as noble chafers and stag 
beetles. Unfortunately, this fallen wood 
is often tidied away, threatening the 
survival of many animals that play an 
important role in the ecosystem.

Maya Leonard, author of the immensely 
successful children’s book Beetle Boy, 
published this year, helped to promote 
our Great Stag Hunt, which draws 
attention to the plight of stag beetles and 
tells us where they're still hanging on.

Stag beetles
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>  The Great Stag Hunt recorded  
over 6,500 stag beetle sightings

>  We re-surveyed 42 orchards  
within noble chafer territory  
to check their condition 

>  A paid internship supported a 
young scientist working on 
speckled wood butterflies

Our year in the UK



Wood pastures and parklands 
Wood pastures and parklands are a 
much neglected part of our landscape, 
important to conserve for the  
thousands of invertebrates and plants 
that they support. 

Working closely with the UK expert 
group for this habitat, we’re developing 
a standardised survey method to assess 
the condition of remaining wood 
pastures and parklands. Many of these 
sites are very old, stemming from 
medieval estates and hunting grounds. 

Restoring 
landscapes
Certain wild places contain such a richness of life  
that they need to be protected at all odds. 
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The survey needs to be user friendly so 
that volunteers can help us. We’ll be 
testing it carefully to make sure it’s fit  
for purpose and we’ll produce a full 
support pack.

PTES is shining a 
welcome spotlight  

on our often forgotten but 
important wood pastures  
and parklands." 
Suzanne Perry
Senior Specialist, Natural England
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Ancient woodlands 
Our nature reserve at Briddlesford 
Woods on the Isle of Wight is prime 
ancient woodland. It's home to 
threatened dormice, red squirrels and 
bats, many birds, insects, amphibians 
and plants.

We carefully manage the woods, much 
helped by volunteers, coppicing and 
nurturing future hazel and building tree 
cages to protect young parkland trees. 
Regular wildlife surveys measure the 
effectiveness of our management there. 
We discovered a four-spotted chaser 
dragonfly at one of the ponds we 
installed – only the second known 
breeding site recorded on the island. 
Next year we'll publish four years of 
work on bat roost sites and foraging 
behaviour.

We constructed a test bridge to find out 
whether dormice are more likely to cross 
an arboreal structure or use the ground. 
The experiment yielded thousands of 
video clips of possible animal activity for 
careful analysis. A positive outcome 
could lead to the development of a 
commercial wildlife bridge. 
A visit from The Royal Forestry Society 
brought expert arborists, foresters, 
conservationists, woodland agents and 
owners to the woodlands. 

>  Our surveys recorded a nationally 
scarce lead-coloured pug moth 
that feeds on the abundant  
cow-wheat

>  Nearly 18,000 video snippets 
collected on our test dormouse 
bridge are being analysed

>  Four dormouse woodland 
management courses ran at 
Briddlesford training centre as 
well as public events

Our year in the UK
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Traditional orchards
The great loss of traditional orchards 
threatens thousands of animals and 
plants that depend upon them, many of 
them very scarce. Following a huge 
effort assessing the condition of the 
remaining traditional orchards in 
England and Wales, we’re helping 
orchard owners restore these wildlife-
friendly places. 

Our new online advice centre has a 
wealth of information including videos 
on how to graft, prune, manage grass 
and fruit, plant trees, and avoid pests 
and diseases to enhance wildlife. There 
are also top tips on improving the 
wildlife value of an orchard, a wildlife 
planner and a protection toolkit for 
when orchards are threatened by 
development.

To help orchard owners keen to replant 
their orchards with local and heritage 
fruit varieties, we launched FruitFinder, 
a searchable web tool listing the 
thousands of fruit varieties with links to 
suppliers. An online map of community 
orchards inspired many to create shared 
orchards and share their location.

As well as keeping our inventories of 
existing orchards in England and Wales 
up-to-date, we used old OS maps to add 
to our records of historical orchard sites 
in Devon and Oxfordshire. This 
information helps local orchard groups 
determine where to create new orchards. 

At Rough Hill, our own traditional 
orchard in Worcestershire, volunteers 
met monthly to clear bramble, prune 
and weed. A new herd of Dexter’s has 
been busy grazing. The orchard is 
nationally significant for endangered 
dead-wood-loving beetles. This year we 
also spotted a marble mistletoe moth 
and a (new to us) type of solitary bee.

>  Over 5,000 fruit varieties to find on 
FruitFinder

>  141 orchards replanted and 
improved through our small 
grants for orchard owners 

>  13% orchards designated in 
excellent condition (up from 9% in 
2011)

16 – 17
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Our year abroad

To reduce conflict between humans and 
snow leopards in Mongolia, Bayarjargal 
Agvaantseren of the Snow Leopard 
Conservation Foundation, helps locals in 
the Tost mountains protect their 
livestock with corrals and a community 
insurance scheme to compensate for 
losses. Her next challenge is to persuade 
the authorities to reduce mining 
concessions in the region and proclaim 
the area protected for snow leopard 
conservation.

In Tandoureh National Park in Iran, 
Mohammad Farhadinia, of the Iranian 
Cheetah Society, is working with local 
communities to reduce the spread of 
contagious diseases from livestock and 
find alternatives to poaching, both of 
which take a heavy toll on struggling 
Persian leopards.

Wildlife 
worldwide 
There’s no shortage of endangered species worldwide 
needing our help so it’s important to support the very  
best. This year we launched two Conservation  
Partnerships with scientists who are making a real  
impact. Each partner will receive £100,000 over five years.



>  Evidence collected on seahorses  
in Senegal and Guinea led to 
suspension of their export trade 
by CITES

>  Less poaching led to an increase  
in great apes through our support 
for park rangers in one of the 
Democratic Republic  
of Congo‘s National Parks. 

>  Conservation status of giraffe 
upgraded to ‘Vulnerable’  
following our project’s 
confirmation of a 40% decline  
in the past 30 years
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Our year abroad
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We continue to support 
projects that offer real insights 
into conservation problems 
– work that makes a lasting 
difference. We awarded 13 
insight grants this year, 
targeting some of the world’s 
most endangered and lesser-
known threatened species:



>  £8,625 to reduce giant anteater  
roadkill in Brazil

>  £19,763 for a sungazer stewardship 
scheme in South Africa

>  £20,000 to kit out rangers protecting 
western hoolock gibbons in India

>  £18,300 to reduce exploitation of 
barbary macaques in Morocco

>  £12,500 to reclassify and protect 
manta and mobula rays

>  £9,255 to map elephant migration 
routes in India

>  £9,977 to stop the trade of seahorses  
in Vietnam

>  £17,046 to help orangutans in Borneo

>  £15,410 to create elephant corridors  
in Sumatra

>  £10,117 to secure protection for 
Irrawaddy dolphins in Indonesia

>  £19,982 to enhance Siamese crocodile 
populations in Cambodia

>  £19,199 to reduce human conflict  
with western lowland gorillas and 
chimpanzees in Cameroon

>  £5,000 for stag beetle monitoring 
across Europe
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Standing 
up for 
wildlife
Our success relies on the help and support 
of people like you.

Our people

Conservation volunteers, charitable trusts, individual 
supporters, expert advisors and the long-term commitment of 
our staff and trustees are all critical to us making a real and 
lasting difference to wildlife.

Monitoring water voles
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to raise funds for us
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Volunteers
Our thousands of volunteers across the 
country are integral to the success of our 
work. Their support on the ground, 
week in, week out, includes:

>  Taking part in Mammals on Roads, 
Living with Mammals and our 
other surveys

>  Making holes in garden fences  
for hedgehogs 

>  Reporting stag beetle sightings

>  Recording sights and signs of 
water voles

>  Working in our charity shop in 
Egham

>  Helping us with office work

>  Monitoring and making  
dormouse boxes

>  Grafting, planting and  
checking the condition  
of traditional orchards 

>  Helping at public events  
and enlisting friends through 
social media 

>  Joining work parties at our  
nature reserves 

>  Holding fundraising events

Thank you to all our volunteersFreya
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We opened a retail pop-up shop on 
Egham High Street in Surrey, following 
the closure of the one in Maidenhead. 
The shop is run with the help of 
volunteers and our job sharing shop 
managers. Opening in new premises is 
hard work but they rose magnificently 
to the challenge, roping in valuable 
volunteer help along the way. All the 
profits are helping endangered wildlife. 
We are grateful to all of them.



Our people

>  We’re reaching more people than 
ever through our website and 
social media thanks to our  
charity partnership with Google  

>  Wildlife World magazine keeps our 
supporters in touch with all we do 

>  Wildlife Encounter wildlife 
watching events inspire  
visitors with the wonder of  
our natural world

Sharing  
the learning
Sharing what we learn from our work and research is an 
integral part of our approach.
As well as many scientific publications, 
expert articles were published in a wide 
range of specialist newsletters and 
magazines about our work. And the 
thousands of records we collect from all 
our survey work are submitted to the 
National Biodiversity Network for others 
to use when assessing development 
proposals or for further research.

We go way beyond a scientific and 
conservation audience too. Our outreach 
programme reaches young and old as we 
visit festivals, fairs and schools as well as 
all the training courses we run. Our 
expert staff gave a host of talks about 
dormice (from the Test Valley to Tokyo), 
hedgehogs (from golf clubs to city 
farms), orchards (apple days and scion 
swapping), and surveys (mammals, 
water voles and stag beetles).
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Partners
Conserving the natural world is a huge 
challenge, one that no-one can achieve 
alone. To be truly effective we work with 
others, something which we also enjoy.

We have partnerships with many 
organisations. Notable among these are:

>  Our hedgehog campaign with the 
British Hedgehog Preservation  
Society, Dr Pat Morris, Greater London 
Authority (GLA), Barratt Homes, Creo 
Homes Ltd, Redrow, Thakeham,  
Russell Armer Homes, Tracy Foster 
Garden Design, RHS Harlow Carr, 
Barnes Hedgehogs, Royal Parks 
Foundation, Royal Parks, Oliver Colvile, 
MP, HK Hedgehogs, Suffolk Wildlife 
Trust, Warwickshire Wildlife Trust, 
ZSL, Garden Wildlife Health, Froglife, 
Nottingham Trent University, Reading 
University, Hartpury College, GWCT, 
Nigel Reeve, Leibniz Institute for Zoo 
and Wildlife Research. 

>  Natural England, ZSL, Paignton Zoo, 
Common Dormouse Captive Breeders 
Group, Nottinghamshire Wildlife  
Trust, Yorkshire Dales National Park 
Authority, HMP Humber, Ministry of 
Justice, Animex and Beds/Northants/
Cambs Wildlife Trusts for dormouse 
conservation. 

>  Essex Wildlife Trust, University of 
Aberdeen, RSPB and Hampshire 
Wildlife Trust for water voles. 

>  Natural England, Natural Resources 
Wales, National Trust, Orchard 
Network, Three Counties Traditional 
Orchard Project, The National Fruit 
Collection, Suffolk Traditional Orchard 
Group, Mid-Shires Orchard Group, The 

Our trustees
Sheila Anderson, MBE
Sylvia Kahn-Freund
Andrew Kitchener
Tony Mitchell-Jones
Martin Rowson
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Orchard Project (London) and Jeskyn’s 
Community Woodland for traditional 
orchards. 

>  Hedgelink for hedgerows; InvertLINK 
for invertebrates. 

>  Landscape Therapy, Jonathan Cox 
Associates, Isle of Wight Steam 
Railway, Davidson-Watts Ecology Ltd, 
Isle of Wight Council, Isle of Wight 
Green Gym, Hants & IW Butterfly 
Conservation, Isle of Wight Natural 
History Society, Harry Green and the 
many people who help us manage 
Briddlesford and Rough Hill. 

>  Google and Battersea Park Children’s 
Zoo for outreach work.

Thank you to all our partners



Betty Ashiotis 
Barbara Barber  •  Carolyn Bradley 

Violet Irene Cooke 
James Driscoll 

John Ellis Will Trust  •  Afra Gent Memorial Trust 
Ann Catherine Hobbs 

Raymond Johnson 
Ursula Leggatt
Winifred Litten 

Mairi Mackenzie 
Alison Joyce Maddock 

Minnie Massey  •  June McRobert 
Ann Marie Mitchell 

Peter Osborne
Margaret Eileen Perkins 

Joan Petty
Evelyne Philpot 

Pauline Purchase
Maureen Ramsey  •  Kathleen Standeven 

John Stennett
Margaret Taylor 

Stella Margaret Wells
John Wevill

Audrey M White

Financial supporters
Most of our income comes from 
individual donors through regular gifts 
and cash donations. Your generosity and 
loyalty are boundless and invaluable.

We are also greatly indebted to those 
who gave the ultimate gift to us by 
leaving a legacy so that we can plan 
ahead with confidence and respond 
quickly to need. We received over 
£280,000 in legacies this year from the 
following people:

Our people



AS Butler Charitable Trust 
Bewlay Charitable Trust 

Chapman Charitable Trust 
Daisie Rich Trust 

David Cutforth Charitable Trust 
Esmée Fairbairn Charitable Trust 

Dolly Knowles Charitable Trust
Mary Lady Fuller Charitable Trust 
Mrs Jean S Innes Charitable Trust 

Neville Milner Charitable Trust 
RG Hills Charitable Trust Ronald Mitchell 

Rowan Bentall Charitable Trust 
The Astor of Hever Trust 

The Clare Lees Trust 
The Derek and Clare Stevens Trust 

The Geoffrey Arnold of Langdon Memorial Trust
The Helianthus Charitable Trust 

The Mullion Trust
The Pauline Bishop Charitable Foundation

The Rowland Trust Fund
The Samuel Storey Family Trust 

The Tisbury Telegraph Trust 
Walker 597 Trust 

William Haddon Charitable Trust

During the year we gratefully  
received support from the following 
trusts and foundations:
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Our most sincere thanks  
go to all our supporters
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How we spent our money
Total spend
£1,434,629
(2015 – £1,374,863)

Nature reserve 
management
£70,297

5%

UK conservation 
projects 
£392,001

27%

Worldwide and  
UK research grants
£454,61532%

Education
£93,294

Raising funds 
£424,42230%

How we raised our money
Total income
£1,097,455 
(2015 – £1,118,642)

Legacies  
£281,060
26%

Product sales 
£58,2675%
Conservation
grants 
£206,224

Property rentals  
and other
£61, 263

Individual 
donations 
£387, 891

Nature reserves 
£40,936

4%

Investment 
income 
£61, 814

Free reserves stand at £1,446,368

Committed expenditure beyond 2016: £499,180 
for conservation grants.

Investment policy: our trustees invest in 
companies that operate in an environmentally 
responsible way and our investment brokers are 
instructed accordingly.

Reserves policy: we maintain financial reserves at 
a level to meet all current conservation obligations 
including committed research grants, to be able to 
respond immediately to sudden and unexpected 
conservation need, to fund a forthcoming 
programme of higher level research grants, and to 
be responsible employers.

The investment policy and level of reserves are 
reviewed annually.

Governance (within the costs above) £30,369

6%



Demand from the pet trade  
is so strong that Javan slow 
lorises are among the top 25 
most endangered primates.  
If we can change hearts and 
minds we can still save them. 
We are supporting loris expert 
Anna Nekaris to do just that.

Bringing the wild back to life



www.ptes.org

People’s Trust for Endangered Species
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London SW8 4BG

www.ptes.org 
enquiries@ptes.org
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 facebook.com/ptes.org
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